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Deep Learning on Tiny Devices

Deep Learning visual tasks are usually too computational intensive to be implemented on IoT devices.

**MCUs are the ideal IoT platform:**
- Low-power: IoT devices are battery-operated.
- Low-cost
- Highly-flexible: SW programmable.

**But, MCUs present severe limitations:**
- **Memory** is limited to few MB. (DL models ≥100MB)
- **Computational power** is limited:
  - Single-core Low clock frequency (≤500MHz)
  - Low inference throughput

**Focus of our work: overcome these challenges.**
Deep Learning task chosen: Automatic License Plate recognition

ALPR challenge: predicting all the license plate characters.

Why ALPR? No evidences of ALPR on low-power MCUs yet!

We present a HW/SW co-design flow that enable the deployment of intensive DL workloads on a 100mW budget:

1. Determination of HW and SW building blocks
2. Optimization of the SW pipeline
3. In-field Testing and SoA comparison

Hardware:
1. Detection CNN
2. Recognition CNN

Software:
- Hand-tuned NN topology
- Model Compression: 8-bit
- GAPflow: Efficient automated deployment on GAP8

We prove the accuracy of the system:
- on public datasets + in-field testing

We prove the energy-efficiency of our system:
- Comparing the SoA of ALPR
**Conclusions**

NEW SoA:
We achieve the most energy efficient MCU device for ALPR in literature with **117mW**

- **1.1FPS** inference @175MHz performing **687M MAC**
- **4.1MB** footprint (8-bit quantization applied)
- **Accuracy:** 39% mAP for LP detection, >99.13% for char recognition
- **Max recognition distance:** 4m for detection, 1m for recognition

**Open-source**: GreenWaves-Technologies/licence_plate_recognition

Thank you for your attention!
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